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Abstract The Farm Animal Welfare Council’s concept of a Good Life gives an

idea of an animal’s quality of life that is over and above that of a mere life worth

living. The concept needs explanation and clarification, in order to be meaningful,

particularly for consumers who purchase farm animal produce. The concept could

allow assurance schemes to apply the label to assessments of both the potential of

each method of production, conceptualised in ways expected to enhance consumers’

engagement such as ‘naturalness’ and ‘freedom’; and the concept of a life worth

living as a safeguard threshold below which no animal’s actual welfare should fall,

based on each animal’s overall affective states. This may provide a framework for

development of the Good Life concept, within scientific and sociological fields, in

order to allow reliable and influential use by assessors, consumers and retailers.

Keywords Animal welfare � Farm assurance schemes � Good Life � Life worth

living � Labelling � Naturalness

Introduction

In 2009, the Farm Animal Welfare Council introduced a three-tiered hierarchy of

overarching assessments of an animal’s quality-of-life (QOL) during its whole life,

involving a Life not worth living, a Life Worth Living (LWL) and a Good Life

(FAWC 2009). The former concepts were intended to provide a minimum for all

farming, while the Good Life concept is intended to provide an achievable

aspiration of some farmers (FAWC 2009).

FAWC were merely suggesting ideas, requiring further work to define and

analyse the concepts and their potential applications. To that end, the LWL concept
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was analysed and extended by Tim Green, David Mellor (e.g. Green and Mellor

2011) and Yeates (2011, 2012). In comparison the Good Life concept has had

limited analysis or definition. At the same time, there has been a major body of work

on the normative ethical, consumer engagement, and assessment of food assurance

schemes (and in this, we will focus on food of animal origin), such as the EU

Welfare Quality project. This work has, to some extent, focused on animal welfare

rather than other concepts identified as important to consumers (e.g. naturalness).

This paper is intended to begin the analysis of the Good Life concept in ways that

will utilise insights from a range of fields of enquiry—recognising that a single

paper can only make a start on what must be a larger-scale body of work.

This paper proposes to develop the concept in a way that prioritises motivating

appropriate behaviour changes to improve animal welfare by translating scientific

assessment of animal welfare into ‘folk categories’. It could be argued that public

views should be included because animal welfare is a social concept (Fisher 2009;

McInerney 1991; Korthals 2008) or, more simply, that animal welfare labels should

be relevant to consumers’ concerns, since it is consumers who need to make the

choices to purchase the products and pay for welfare improvements.

After a short review of the concepts involved, the paper describes some of the

general controversies in involving consumers’ views in food labels/assurance

schemes, and particular challenges of using the Good Life concept. It then suggests

some features of positive welfare and uses these analyses to propose an approach to

defining the Good Life on two necessary criteria: (1) all animals have at least a

LWL determined by outcome-based assessments and (2) method-of-production-

based criteria determined by consumer preferences.

This paper is intended to describe the idea of classifying rearing practices

according to their ‘potential’ to allow animals opportunities to experience positive

affective states, as one that is innovative and worth exploring. The conceptual

description of the approach in the paper is deliberately succinct and will need

further development and empirical work. In particular, the paper is not a

comprehensive review of the empirical social scientific work. Indeed this remains

an overly neglected aspect of animal welfare and, in the context of this new concept,

it would be good to review some of the literature that has already addressed this

issue. This paper therefore identifies some key ideas for illustrative purposes,

recognising that fuller work should be done by other, sociologist authors.

The Basic Concepts

The idea of a life worth living is, as the name suggests, one that is valuable for the

animal—which, on currently hegemonic approaches, would focus on the animal’s

feelings (pleasure and pain) and, indirectly, causes thereof (e.g. ill health or poor

environments). FAWC (2009), Yeates (2011) and Green and Mellor (2011) have

related the concept of a LWL to animals’ affective states and/or quality of life

(QOL), which can be considered as an aggregation of an individual’s affective states

over a period of time into an overall assessment (McMillan 2000, 2003; Yeates and

Main 2009; Yeates 2013). These affective states can be both negative and positive,
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including comfort, pleasure, interest and confidence (FAWC 2009), engagements

and achievements (Yeates and Main 2008). Perhaps there are also some affective

states that would not be included in a concept of quality-of-life, e.g. if they are not

valuable (positively or negatively) for the animal. Whatever the exact nature of

positive affective states, we can assert (and analytically define) that a positive

affective state is worth experiencing, all else being equal; a negative affective state

is worth avoiding.

In its assessment, the LWL concept still requires complex and somewhat

subjective judgements. Nevertheless, it has several advantages (Yeates 2011). It

relates both to what is important to the animal (insofar as it concerns whether the life

is worth living for the animal) and to what is important for farmers and consumers. It

is important to animals in that it relates to what matters to them in their life (i.e. not

the instrumental value of the animals to humans). Specifically, it provides a realist

threshold—insofar as it uses a life without experiences as a threshold against which

lives are assessed, in comparison to other animal welfare thresholds that are more

relativistic (or at least relative), such as ‘‘acceptable’’ or ‘‘severe’’ (Yeates 2011). It is

important for consumers insofar as it seems understandable for customers, and may be

considered directly morally relevant (insofar as pleasure and pain are deemed to have

intrinsic value), particularly to ethical consumer decisions (insofar as consumers

would not want to support the creation of animals who would have been better never

to have lived). One disadvantage of the concept is that the underlying moral value for

consumers seems relatively un-ambitious: i.e. more aspirational consumers might

want their food to come from animals whose lives are considerably better than being

merely worth living. Another disadvantage is that it excludes other ethical concepts

that consumers may have, such as naturalness and animal liberty.

The concept of a ‘‘good life’’ has not had the same amount of analysis at all since

the original FAWC report. It needs a degree of conceptual analysis and

considerations of how it might be applied in practice. As a starting point, it is

worth noting that the term has Aristotelian connotations with the concept of

eudaimonia. This concept is, in some ways, more than the animal’s (or human’s)

own experiences (i.e. some highly pleasurable lives may still not be considered good

lives in this sense). This thickness of the concept is, to some degree, reflected in

popular media such as the UK (i.e. the country in which FAWC operate) situation

comedy The Good Life, in which two suburban people try to return to a more natural

and independent existence. (The film La Dolce Vita also contrasts a hedonic

lifestyle of excess with a more flourishing existence, although this idea is harder to

map onto concepts of animal lives).

Tensions in Food Labelling ‘‘Meta-Ethics’’

Before considering the concept of a Good Life, it is worth highlighting some

potential conflicts within food labelling/assurance schemes. In particular, there are

tensions between what we might call realist approaches (in particular focusing on

the real states of the animals) and relativistic approaches (in particular relative to the

concepts that consumers expressly endorse); between basic universal morality

versus more aspirational (or supererogatory) concerns; between idealism (in the
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explicit content of the scheme) versus pragmatism (in using whatever labels will

achieve the desired behaviour change outcomes) and in the width of the scheme’s

scope.

There is a degree to which food labels should adopt an ethical realist approach.

There are facts about the world that labels should reflect. In particular, there are facts

about animals’ welfare, insofar as that is taken to relate to the real world (e.g. the

actual states of animals as they attempt to cope with their environments; their health

etc.). Even approaches to food labelling and to animal welfare that concern what

animals feel—in particular their suffering affective states such as pain, fear and

distress—are concerned with reality, albeit one to which each individual animal has

privileged access. This difficulty of access presents a challenge for us to assess their

welfare with perfect confidence.1 Nevertheless, in many cases, we can make

evaluations of their welfare with a greater or lesser degree of precision and

(reciprocally) confidence. To provide a meaningful labelling system, these difficulties

are ones that must be overcome. We might call this a more animal-based approach to

labels. Such realist approaches might be thought to be in tension with more relativistic

approaches. Consumers have views about the world that labels should reflect.2 In one

sense, food ethics is about personal choices. Consumers are agents making personal

decisions. It could be argued that labelling systems should have a limited degree of

paternalism regarding consumers: at some point, consumers should be permitted,

indeed empowered, to make their own, autonomous ethical food procurement choices.

We might call this a more consumer-based approach to labelling.

Another potential divide in labelling schemes is between what might be called a

basic morality that might be expected (and perhaps imposed) on all and any

consumers. This is perhaps reflected in the approach of setting ‘‘minimum

standards’’ below which no animals’ welfare should be permitted to fall (whatever

consumers might or might not want). This is, of course, often a reason for setting

basic legal minima, as FAWC suggest for the LWL concept. In comparison, there

might be some ways in which consumers might be allowed to go beyond that basic

morality, into ‘‘higher, perhaps supererogatory, food choices based on additional

concerns. (In practice, this allowance would require more detailed transparency of

the procurement chain). Such higher aspirations might be considered a matter for

each individual consumer, so long as they are safeguarded from going below any

basic minima.

Another tension relates to operational ethical tension between ‘‘idealistically’’

linking the scheme explicitly to what we are trying to achieve, versus more

‘‘pragmatically’’ linking the scheme to what will actually engage consumers to

make real changes in their purchasing behaviour. Labelling schemes might be taken

to represent the actual animal’s (or other relevant) states—which consumers may

then choose to buy into (and buy) or not. In this sense, the scheme is ‘‘right’’ but it

1 Hence I have avoid refer to this approach as ‘objectivism’ or ‘universalism’, or to the following

relativistic approach as ‘subjectivism’—recognising that moral realism and relativism are not perfect

antonyms.
2 Of course, fact about what consumers prefer are facts about the real world, and whatever consumers are

concerned about may need assessment (e.g. how natural a farm is); I am making this distinction along the

traditional meta-ethical lines.
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might not be that effective in leading to improvements on farm. Alternatively,

labelling schemes might be taken to represent a behaviour change strategy (and

more specific tactics) that is tailored to whatever (within reason) will lead to the best

outcomes. These might be thought of as ‘idealist’ versus ‘pragmatic’, although

without the former necessarily having the higher standards.

Another tension is in a scheme’s scope. Labelling might focus on what is

important in its entirety, to avoid any systematic ‘‘bias’’ that improves farming on

one domain at the expense of another, for example by causing animals to suffer

severe illness as a result of attempts not to use unnatural antibiotics. Alternatively,

labelling schemes could focus on particular concerns of consumers. This focus

might be a definitional limitation of the scheme’s scope (e.g. ‘‘free range’’ could be

defined purely in terms of range space) or as a marketing ‘‘label’’ that attracts

consumers to a scheme that, in fact, covers a more holistic approach. It should be

noted that different consumers may have different views—which, this approach

might argue, should be reflected by market differentiation (i.e. a variety of different

schemes for different countries or different market segments within one country).

We might broadly cluster the different tensions into two approaches (Table 1).

While there are no firm lines on this division, thinking of the approaches in these

two ways may be helpful for deciding what labelling systems should achieve and

how to set them up. In one sense, many people might be described as ‘‘ethical

hybrids’’, holding some aspects of each ‘‘camp’’ (indeed, there might even be an

argument to be made that labelling schemes should reflect this hybridism).

Nevertheless, I think there is a tension between these two approaches. I will go

further and hypothesise (given reflections on other debates such as GM foods) that

these two approaches are at tension between different stakeholders. Some people

(e.g. some expert scientists) would be concerned if a labelling scheme were to

overly ‘‘pander’’ to consumers’ unreflective wishes—such an approach might risk

endorsing marketing schemes that actually involve considerable unnecessary

suffering. Other people might think, on either pragmatic or theoretical ethical

grounds, that overly focusing on traditional approaches to animal welfare will risk

alienating and disempowering consumers. This may underlie reported disagree-

ments between scientific experts and lay views (e.g. see Bracke et al. 2005; Lassen

et al. 2006; Dawkins 2008—although see Bock and van Huik 2007 disagreements

within groups; and De Greef et al. 2006 on agreement across groups). This paper is

an attempt to find an approach to food labelling that can bridge, if not completely

reconcile, these possible tensions.

Table 1 Meta-ethical tensions in food assurance labelling

Animal-focus Consumer-focus

Basic (AW) standards Supererogatory ‘‘additional’’ standards

Realism Relativism

Pragmatic Idealogical

Holism Focus on particular concerns (e.g. naturalness)

Paternalism (to consumers) Consumer autonomy/empowerment
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Approaches to a Good Life: Affective States and Consumers’ Concerns

Affective States

FAWC introduced a Good Life as a highest category, ‘over and beyond’ that of a

mere LWL (FAWC 2009; Wathes 2010). FAWC defined this concept as involving

an especially high affective ratio of positively to negatively valenced experiences

(FAWC 2009; see also Green and Mellor 2011). While the required ratio is not

specified, FAWC argue that, for a Good Life, there should be ‘full compliance with

the law but also with examples of good practice’ and ‘disease controlled by the

strictest measures and with minimal prevalence, normal behaviour, availability of

environmental choices and harmless wants, a ban on most, if not all, mutilations,

certain husbandry practices (including the manner of death) prescribed or forbidden,

opportunities provided for an animal’s comfort, pleasure, interest and confidence, …
the highest standards of veterinary care [and] the highest standard of stockmanship’

(FAWC 2009, p. 16). These additional criteria seem to be based on the reasonable

assumption that they are instrumentally necessary to ensure a sufficiently positive

ratio of positive to negative experiences (given appropriate specification of the

degrees of each, e.g. what constitutes ‘‘minimal prevalence’’). Since then, Joanne

Edgar and colleagues have used expert opinions to define a mixed list of criteria for

a Good Life (see Edgar et al. 2013).

However, this approach presents several challenges, relating largely to the

likelihood of disagreements about which animals have Good Lives (e.g. Van-

honacker et al. 2008). There is no approach to assessing a Good Life that is

scientifically-based and universally-agreed amongst consumers.

Assessing positive affective states is challenging primarily because of the lack of

scientific research. There is a large amount of research into suffering, poor health

and their causes, which are key determinants of whether an animal has a LWA. In

comparison, we lack information on positive welfare (though see Boissy et al. 2007;

Yeates and Main 2009). This may make assessing a GL particularly challenging.

Comparing different, positive and negative, affective states over time is

challenging primarily because there is limited agreement about how this should

be done. Positive and negative affective states may be comparable in terms of

duration and frequency, but there are no agreed units of pleasure and pain and

bringing together multiple elements of welfare into overall assessments is complex

(Botreau et al. 2007a, b). Validated methods such as the Animal Needs Index or the

Welfare Quality protocols have considerable support but may not be universally

endorsed (and in any case, these methods need adaption to incorporate the idea of a

Good Life).3 Consequently, people may score particular animal’s QOL differently

(e.g. Vanhonacker et al. 2008).

Setting the threshold for the ratio to be a GL is a challenge if the threshold is

intended to be widely agreed. While the LWL/LWA distinction has a non-arbitrary

3 FAWC’s or Edgar et al.’s lists of additional criteria may provide useful check-lists, if the relative terms

such as strictest and minimal are defined and the content is related to the concept of the Good Life (e.g. a

particular affective ratio).
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set point of balance, there is no obvious theoretical basis for defining the point

between a mere LWL and a Good Life. Schemes risk setting the bar too low and

labelling as a GL only modest welfare improvements that consumers feel

insignificant (see Mellor and Stafford 2001). Other schemes may set the bar too

high, requiring welfare improvements that farmers cannot achieve and consumers

will not afford.

A related challenge for assessments at the group level is to work out which

animals to assess against this threshold: whether animal welfare at the group level

should be assessed by reference to the worst, average, or best-off animals within that

group (Lassen et al. 2006). Focusing only on the average/best-off risks missing

severe suffering in some individuals; focusing only on the worst-off risks missing

opportunities to provide better welfare for some.

The idea of a high threshold of a ratio of affective states may also be difficult for

consumers to appreciate. It is a relatively complicated concept, which consumers

may struggle to understand. Consumers can also be overloaded by excessive

information (Verbeke 2005, 2009) and ignore complex issues (Pouta et al. 2010),

and may be less willing to pay for higher welfare standards if there are confusing or

conflicting concepts (Napolitano et al. 2008). Schemes should instead translate

scientific definitions of animal welfare into a ‘‘popular’’ concept (Vanhonacker

et al. 2012). Consumers may also be less motivated by positive than by negative

messaging (Verbeke and Ward 2001; Verbeke 2009), which might make the idea of

promoting a Good Life more difficult, unless a way can be found to link the Good

Life to a more negative concern, for example by the GL label being associated with

consumer confidence that the animals are avoiding LWAs.

Consumers’ Concerns

Even if they do understand it, consumers may not fully agree with the principle that

systems should be assessed based on the affective states. Many consumers appear to

evaluate welfare based on the production system (Vanhonacker et al. 2008) and, in

particular, freedom (Vanhonacker et al. 2009; Verbeke 2009); naturalness (Evans

and Miele 2008; Vanhonacker et al. 2008); the avoidance of certain mutilations

(FAWC 2009); and a humane death. For example, evaluating lives purely on

affective criteria could allow unnatural interventions that consumers think ethically

inappropriate such as genetic modification or particular mutilations (Verhoog 2003;

de Vries 2006). This suggests an obvious alternative approach to evaluating the

ratio of affective states is to reflect consumers’ other concerns directly. A

scheme could label an animal’s life as a GL if they are sufficiently natural or free,

based on inputs. Of course, consumers’ concerns for such concepts does not mean

that they are not concerned with animals’ suffering as well—they might be

concerned with both, in which case a way might be found to address all of their

concerns.

In many cases, concern for freedom or naturalness may well coincide with

concern for animal’s affective states (Ferguson 2014). Insofar as an animal’s needs

are determined by the animal’s species, animals’ affective states may be (in some

ways) better in natural environments for which they have evolved (Dawkins 1998;
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Yeates 2010). Insofar as those needs are determined by the individual, this suggests

that an animal’s affective states may be better (in some ways) when given

opportunities from which it can make choices. In general, greater freedom or

naturalistic environments might be expected to have the potential to avoid some

forms of anthropogenic suffering and to provide beneficial opportunities (e.g. for

various motivated behaviours).

However, they do so alongside certain risks of welfare compromises. These risks,

if they come to pass, could mean some animals in these systems end up having

Lives Worth Avoiding. The provision of resources with the potential for a GL may

lead to actual neutral or unpleasant affective states for some animals. Greater

freedom or naturalness might lead to predation, competition, exposure or

inappropriate choices by some animals (Špinka 2006; Fraser 2008). Inter-individual

differences may mean some animals find a given input aversive, rather than

rewarding, influenced by their previous historical experiences and subsequent

learning (e.g. food preferences or preferences for company determined in early life).

Other animals may not perform a behaviour necessary to obtain the reward, for

example not engaging in interactive enrichment devices or performing appropriate

social behaviours in order to enjoy play or develop personal relationships. We might

provide a novel enrichment that some animals find interesting but others find

fearful, or digging/water sources that allow for enjoyable behaviours but which can

increase the risks of infectious disease (if combined with poor hygiene). In practice,

these risk efforts to provide inputs that provide greater opportunities for positive

affective states actually worsening the welfare of some individuals. Consumers may

lose faith in a scheme if animals are marketed as having Good Lives that they

actually believe have Lives worth avoiding, or if the risk of animal suffering Lives

worth avoiding mean that animal welfare scientists cannot support a scheme that

uses other concepts.

A Proposal

These considerations suggest that a scheme using the GL label should aim to:

• Present a single, simple label

• Combine representations of:

• Consumers’ concern to avoid Lives worth avoiding

• Consumers’ concern for naturalness, freedom etc.

• The system’s potential and actual outcomes

• The worst-off and the average/best-off animals.

This might be achieved by using multiple criteria for a production system to be

deemed as providing a Good Life: Firstly, that (there is sufficient confidence that)

every single animal within that system has a LWL. Secondly, that the system meets

additional objective criteria based on consumers’ concerns (e.g. naturalness). The

former criterion should be assessed using outcome-based measures, set by animal
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welfare experts, although public confidence should be assessed by reference to

consumers’ concerns. The additional criteria could include freedom, naturalness, the

absence of mutilations and/or a humane death, again assessed by reference to

consumers’ motivations.

Applications

We may now consider possible uses of the concept of a GL. An animal’s life would

be a Good Life only if (a) it is generally agreed that all animals in the group/system

have a LWL and (b) the method of production meets these additional objective

criteria. If either (a) or (b) is not met, then that life is deemed a mere LWL, not

worth living or worth avoiding, as appropriate.

The concept has a number of characteristics that may be considered to increase

its usefulness. Firstly, it allows the incorporation of multiple consumer concerns,

into one concept (see Fraser 2008; Korthals 2008; Mellor and Bayvel 2011).

Secondly, it avoids the risk that doing so would lead to any animal suffering a

LWA. Thirdly, the concept is one that people can understand, at least on a

superficial and intuitive level; indeed, as for the LWL concept, its GL concept’s

novelty may actually help public dialogue and understanding of animal welfare.

Fourthly, it promotes a level of welfare that is higher than the bare minimum,

offsetting criticism that the LWL concept is insufficiently aspirational.

Animal Welfare Management Decisions

All else being equal, it seems better to cause an animal to have a Good Life than a

LWL. Furthermore, even if there is no strict moral duty, many consumers may want

animals’ lives to be better. As such, the Good Life concept’s most useful application

seems likely to be in aiming beyond the legal LWL minimum. There is potential

merit in a concept that focuses primarily on positive welfare and the Good Life

concept may encourage this focus (Green and Mellor 2011). Strictly speaking, the

LWL concept already requires some focus on positive welfare (since a LWL

requires some positive affect to place an animal’s quality-of-life above the point of

balance), but there is an argument that the Good Life concept makes the requirement

for pleasant affective states more focused.

However, the concept is not useful for a strict judgement on whether euthanasia

or breeding is acceptable (unlike that of a LWL; Wathes 2010). The GL concept is

not useful for deciding whether it is wrong, in isolation, to breed or keep alive an

animal, because even animals with a mere LWL have lives that are, by definition,

worth living. When an animal’s welfare drops below a LWL, farms operating at the

LWL level can provide timely euthanasia. But it seems excessive for any animal

whose welfare drops below a GL to be killed, insofar as its life remains worth living.

Similarly, while it is better to breed an animal that will have a GL, it is not wrong to

breed an animal that will have a mere LWL. This could create a conflict for farms

operating at the GL level, if there was not scope for considering the welfare of both

the average/best-off and the worst-off animals.
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Setting Standards

There also seems potential value in applying the concept to standards for assurance

schemes. Representing what is valued by consumers may help motivate purchasing

choices, while providing a safeguard that the animal’s lives are not compromised by

those aims. Essentially, the proposal above is of an outcome-assured, method of

production-based approach to a Good Life that combines consumers’ opinion and

outcome-based animal-welfare measures. For example, it might allow naturalistic

environments that avoid the suffering involved in natural levels of starvation or

disease (which would cause animals to have a LWA). Any harms sufficient to mean

some animals have a LWA would be classed outside of a Good Life (indeed as a

LWA). This allows the provision of opportunities that all animals could take, without

necessarily requiring that every animal takes the opportunities provided. At the same

time, the objective criteria create safeguards against interventions that improve

affective states by greater interventions (e.g. genetic manipulation or intensification).

The confidence that no animal has a LWA and the setting of the objective criteria

should both involve sociological research, to allow schemes to be inclusive and

directly motivating. It arguably combines both lay (i.e. consumer) and expert

viewpoints. It even allows the values included in the Good Life to change over time,

as consumers’ views change, as farming methods improve or as consumers’

preferences change. Such flexibility should be based on rigorous methods to

determine sociological opinions and limited to processes to avoid shifting too

frequently. If the label was controlled by legislation then this might achieve both,

through democratic and legislative processes.

Limitations of the Concept of a GL

Four limitations of the GL concept seem particularly salient. Firstly, the concept

inevitably involves some arbitrariness in what criteria are used, how they are

assessed, and the thresholds against which they are evaluated. Secondly, this

arbitrariness, particularly with the inclusion of public concerns, risks the definition

of a GL being dependent solely on the whims of consumers. At best, current

methods utilise surveys of public opinion (e.g. the Welfare Quality approach) or

expert opinions (e.g. Edgar et al. 2013). But the value-based judgement remains.

Nevertheless, how this agreement is defined will be critical, and further work should

aim to minimise disagreements.

Thirdly, the GL concept does not necessarily require that animals experience a

higher ratio of positive to negative experiences than those that experience a mere

LWL (unless this was added as another additional criterion). It might be expected

that the combination of the criteria might elevate the average, insofar as those

animals who benefit from the advantages of the inputs will do so, while no animal

would be disadvantaged so much as to have a LWA, so that this asymmetry may

shift the average towards a more positive ratio. Nevertheless, for those who consider

that lives’ goodness depends entirely and solely on the ratio of affective states, this

will appear to be a limitation of the concept.
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Finally, another disadvantage of the concept is that, while it may motivate

consumers, it may fail to motivate some farmers, particularly if the systems require

non-incremental improvements (as modestly increasing the ratio of positive to

negative experiences might) but complete shifts of approach (e.g. to more

naturalistic systems). However, if the GL label is more motivating to purchasers,

then this might provide adequate motivation (and resourcing) for such shifts to be

worthwhile.

Conclusion

The concept of a LWL probably does provide a useful addition to the welfare

vocabulary. It can be both motivating for consumers, while safeguarding a baseline

standard of affective states. The Good Life label, and the underlying concepts, as

discussed here, provide an opportunity to safely link concerns for affective states,

assessed by outcome-based methods, with consumers’ concerns for other aspects.

As such, it may both increase the number of animals whose welfare is improved

within higher assurance schemes while ensuring fewer animals suffer significant

harms.

However, the concept, as it stands, has limitations and there are several areas in

which further development and analysis are required. This paper, like Yeates

(2011), can only sketch ideas as the start of an ongoing process. By suggesting that

the Good Life concept is partly defined by scientific conceptions and partly by

consumer values, the paper can only go so far in its definition, leaving specifications

to such scientific and sociological research. Further work is needed to determine

consumers’ views on which animals have a LWL; what consumers value as

constituting a Good Life—work begun by Vanhonacker and colleagues (see

especially Vanhonacker et al. 2012)—and how to assess it.
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